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(00:00)
[OUT OF BLACK]

Seen from behind, a girl and a dog stare out a frosty window. She strolls into a living room area where a Christmas tree is decorated. A woman speaks at a Surface tablet.

(00:14)
...absolutely.

The girl peers into a snow globe. She manipulates two stuffed animals in a conversation.

(00:20)
... [BARK]

Later, at the window, her eyes grow wide. The girl runs into the living room and pulls the display from the Surface keyboard, dons boots, and scurries outside in a jacket and knit cap.

Pacing slowly across a firm sheet of snow, mouth agape and holding out the Surface, she approaches two reindeer with tall antlers.

(00:53)

Happy Holidays in 60 + Languages.

Reindeer isn’t one of them. Yet.

Microsoft.